
Introduction 
into 

GEOPOLITICS
1. Media competence. Access to sources.
2. The Heartland theory. Divide and rule.
3. “America under attack”: 9/11. Retaliate.

 Relationship between addiction and crime. Oil addiction.

4. Sherlock Holmes: a conspiracy theorist?
 How to become a conspirologist

5. The Venice connection. Dynastical oligarchy.
6. New World Order? 

 Is it good to ask: Who are the rulers of the world?

7. Transhumanism. Homo sapiens in danger?
8. New scientific paradigm. Access to reality.



1. Media competence in the age of information and 
disinformation. 
Needed: good sources, good criteria.



Why did the wrong candidate 
win on 11/9?
 Trump: “sexist, racist, populist, liar. And no 

experience in politics.”
 Isn’t it strange that everybody repeats the 

same? And nothing about Clinton.
 Where do you get your opinions from?
 100% of same opinion in North Korea: of 

course, it is a dictatorship!
 But 100% of the same in a democracy! How?
….or are we in a different form of dictatorship?
Who creates your opinions?



Two types of media
 Corporate media:

Advantage: easy access, beautiful design, entertaining. 
Mainstream, conformity, harmony with the majority

 Corporate media:
Advantage: easy access, beautiful design, entertaining. 
Mainstream, conformity, harmony with the majority
Disadvantage: owned by small number of private persons (USA: 
6!) , governmental influence, corrupt propaganda machine, PR for 
the powerful, lies (not enough truth!): not telling the most important 
facts and information, distraction by “it is very complex”.

 Independent / alternative media:
Advantage: alternative views, diversity, truth (the authors have no 
other capital but the truth), exchange, fast access via Internet.
Disadvantage: You have to discover them and work with the info. 
Bad reputation created by corporate media (“subjective views”, 
“not serious enough”, underfunded, subversive), minority, possibly 
Trojan horses, often “anti-”.  





Criteria

Look for scientific and journalistic standards in both 
corporate and independent media! 

 Criteria in favor of trustworthiness: 
transparency of authorship and financing, open 
exchange of feedback between users (often on 
youtube), interaction, multisensual approach> 
read, watch, listen to a source, talk to “it”. 

Like: eat unprocessed food! Avoid processed food!
 Revival of intuition, connection to nature, 

interconnection to all living beings, resonance.



A revolution in the media?
 Trump: Not by words, but by deeds shall you judge. 

Which hidden forces will he serve? 
 How fast will he break his pledges? 
 Anyhow, his election was a victory of the independent 

media against the propaganda cartel. (The New York 
Times apologized to its readers!). 

 Funnily, the American allies did not take notice of it yet, 
they are still tuned to the CNN (Clinton News Network)! 
Somebody should tell them!

 Similar to 1989: Gorbachev introduced democracy, but 
his subordinates in Eastern Europe thought this was a 
joke. It wasn’t. 

 Shouldn’t you be afraid of uttering bad words about the 
next Master in the Oval Office? The NSA stores all data.



“Brainwashington”







Halford Mackinder: the Heartland theory. The 
Word Island as the natural power center. Periphery 
Island empires have to destabilize Eurasia. Divide 
et impera. Sea powers vs. continental powers. The 
role of “free trade”, banking system etc.



“Island empires” challenge the “natural” historical power 
centers. Influence expansion or “splendid isolation”.
Not vulnerable, so no need to adapt. One exception 
happened…. 9/11! First defensive war out of 219 in 230y?



Distortion of distortion = real size of the territories





Critical thinking test
 Usually, we regard the Americas not as an 

island. But Australia, England, 
Madagascar, Bali, the Easter Island, 
Iceland etc.

 What was the biggest island in the world 
before the discovery of Australia?



Australia! 
It does not change size when white 
men land on it.



 Where is the
rubble?









No plane theory





Crude petroleum importing countries. 
We need the stuff. 90 mio. barrels a day. 5 liters per 
person in the rich countries. 62 = 3.8B



Addicts are dangerous





Artificial complexity is a propaganda tool. Truth is simple…but hard to 
accept. Ask questions, concentrate on simple evidences.

Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson went on a camping trip. At 
night, Holmes awoke and said:

 "Watson, look up at the sky and tell me what you see."
Watson replied: "I see millions of stars."
 "What does that tell you?"
Watson answered:
"Astronomically, it tells me that there are millions of galaxies 

and  potentially billions of planets. Astrologically, I 
observe that Saturn is in Leo. Horologically, I deduce that 
the time is approximately a quarter past three. 
Theologically, I can see that God is all powerful and that 
we are small and insignificant. Meteorologically, I suspect 
that we will have a beautiful day tomorrow. What does it 
tell you, Holmes?“

Holmes replied: 
 "Watson, someone has stolen our tent!"



Holmes would have said:
 Forget about having opinions!
 Free thinking begins with gathering information by 

all senses
 From different sources
 Without pre-selection! 
 Listen to all, believe nothing, 
 Listen to everybody, believe nobody! (Bill Cooper)
 The truth is absolute. Our perception of it is limited 

and temporary. Our limitations do not hinder the 
truth to be absolute. 

 If truth were so easy to accept, everybody would do 
it. Therefore, if you struggle with the source, if you 
don’t agree, if you don’t like it, it is a good sign.  



“Conspiracy theorist”: a label 
designed by the CIA 
 NO to communism
 NO to murdering Fidel Castro via false flag
 NO to Israel’s atomic bomb
 NO to full scale Vietnam war
 NO to secret societies
 NO to the FED (1913: private capital>state) etc.
There was a man who said all this. JFK.
Many powerful enemies! But killed by one crazy 

man. Without motives!
Some people had doubts about this version…CIA: 

Let us make people laugh at them so they won’t 
be able to sell their “products”.



Which note is legal, which is illegal?







Reject labels
Recontextualize (vs. cherry picking)

Reverbalize (vs. calling someone nouns. “You 
are a…”)

Repeat the argument you don’t agree with in 
an neutral way, so that the opponent accepts it 
as his words (vs. straw man argument), then 
bring forward your own. (noble debate)

 What is the bigger context, the bigger picture?
 What did he say? What did he do?





Scratch the surface and you will 
see unexpected things!








For example, elephants in the room. See 
and accept them.





A truther’s poetry



How to become a conspirologist:
 Well, these politicians…who wants to do such a 

tough and dirty job, after all?
 Even 9/11 is no trigger without personal 

pressure situation
 2014: Punishing my own son for his annexation 

of the Crimea (for helping the Crimeans to vote 
for the entry into Russia)

 Had to decide> it is either their paranoia or my 
ignorance. One of us is wrong.

 “Always the same game. The same forces 
financed your Hitler…and Napoleon…and 
1917…and Yeltsin”….was I told.



The Venice connection 



Thesis: The Venetian Empire is the origin of the current 
world system

 All this was developed in Venice in the 8th to the 15th centuries:
 Global trade, 
 Banking system, example> Del Banco: later Warburg
 Dynastical oligarchy based on:
 Double speech, diplomacy, denunciations, “democracy”, “republic”
 Many Jewish bankers. Later they would use anti-Semitism as a 

shield. 
 Proxy warfare: let others fight for you,
 Divide and rule (print, funded reformation and counterreformation), 
 Favored both national and international agendas. Model for the 

takeover of transnational corporations in the 20th century,
 Materialism: project of man without soul, bio-machine, bio-computer. 

Easier to manipulate people. 
 Missing link between antiquity (Babylonia, Egypt, Rome, Greece) 

and modern times.



Dynastical world tour



Double speech: Preach water, drink 
wine. Guess the top 5 of weapon exporting 
countries in the world. Values (words) vs. 
deeds



://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_falseflag29.htm





“We are not an empire…”



Survey: Most dangerous country?





Invisible rulers behind the scenes



The
big
5
trusts



Back to the FED issue





Industrial Revolution implies global expansion.
The nation-state was designed as mediator between the 
new role patterns of the capitalist, the laborer and the 
consumer. (R. Robbins) 

But this picture is not complete: the struggle private 
capital vs. public control would make the system 
unstable. There must be another triangle:
Hidden players who use both capital and state. Conspiracy 
as the core condition of the system, not just a sort of 
corruption (A. Fursov)
Dynastical oligarchy, supranational organizations using the 
shield of democracy. 

TNC (transnational corporations) and 
“closed groups of agreement and control”



The Globalist Trinity: 
Conspiracy structures on the top. 





5. “New World Order”. Is it good to ask: Who 
are the rulers of our perception of reality? 
What do they plan? 

 If global expansion is the core of capitalism, then 
globalization is its final stage.

 Trump option: slow down the speed to the abyss?
 NWO – a variation of the promise of paradise…or hell.
 2 entries in Wikipedia! One for approval, one for a laugh. 

Divide and ridicule. 
 Many speculations (one agenda or many conflicting 

agendas? Total destruction or just politics of tension? 
Humans or non-human entities?)

 By their deeds shall you judge them. The deeds seem 
to be rather very evil…



…according to most 
conspirologists, like this one:



Not allowed? Come on. We are allowed. We just 
don’t want to criticize our rulers! It is hard enough for 
them. And if angered they could take away their 
allowance.









Pathocracy (rule of the insane), Kakistocracy
(rule of the worst, opposite to aristocracy)

 “So-called conspiracy theorists…often imagine 
that secret societies of Jews, Jesuits, bankers, 
communists, Bilderbergers, Muslim extremists, 
papists, and so on, are secretly controlling 
history….. As a leading “conspiracy theorist” 
according to Wikipedia, I feel …qualified to offer 
an alternative conspiracy theory…: The only 
conspiracy that matters is the conspiracy of the 
psychopaths against the rest of us.” 

 Dr. Kevin Barrett, co-founder of the Muslim-
Christian-Jewish Alliance for 9/11 Truth.



Ruled by the worst and insane? 
Pro and contra psychopathy thesis.
 Psychopaths have a damaged understanding of proportions in 

relationships, of good and bad. When they do bad, they think they 
are doing good! Take = give! No conscience, no empathy. 

 Lack of feeling of proportions is very dangerous! Young people like 
to think in relativistic terms. Easy to manipulate. 

 Psychopaths cannot create and feel themselves. For survival they 
must parasite, exploit others. 

 Best place for them: on the top of the pyramid of power and wealth.
 Their only power is their tricky behavior and the ignorance and 

apathy of their victims. 
 Empires use to behave like psychopaths. Destruction is sold as 

culture, freedom. Exploitation as fair trade. (In German and Russian 
languages, trade and fraud have the same roots. Tauschen -
täuschen. Обмен – обман.)

 War on terror = war on terra (earth)
 Contra: 9/11 = perfect operation. Whoever did it. Is psychopathy the 

main key? Is this distorted view of reality their only source of energy?







..quietly run the show? Or not so 
quietly?
 Satanism, evil sorcery as geopolitical power source. 

Another 9/11 version. Mega-Ritual-thesis.
 Thesis of pedophilia as entrance ticket to higher ranks. 

Wikileaks and sentences show: no “conspiracy theory”
 Especially dangerous: politically influential messianic 

sects with their end-time agenda. Because they “help” 
the prophecies come true. Trump and Israel, Iran!

 Their belief: The time will come to an end, when all 
people will be perfect…or when evil is triumphing. 

 Abrahamic big three> Judaism, Christianity, Islam. 
Totalitarian core. Marxism, Liberalism. Radical groups 
using belief systems for their agendas. The media 
create new labels, for example: “Islamism” (bad), so 
Islam: good. “Islamophobia” (bad), “globalization”



Occultism in action? Kabbalah. Freemasonry. 
Satanism etc. Childish? But it is their language.







Who could benefit from pushing us to
WW III and Armageddon?



A contagious disease



Geo-engineering: spray the sky



Homo sapiens modified: for the better or the 
worse? Clash of civilization and nature; Drug 
addiction. Who are you? Videos of Steve Cutts.





The so called refugee crisis. Social 
engineering. Covert warfare. G. Soros!



sheep % people = sheeple



Bee-free







8. New scientific paradigm
 Quest for truth. Explore all.
 Open method, sharing
 Experiments + personal experience although 

difficult to measure
 Holistic understanding of reality
 The perfection of nature. Numbers in nature.
 Morality: serving the good. Criteria: modesty, 

passion for the cause, not self-interest, no 
harm to living beings





World = Word
 Rational thinking under attack…Western way of 

perception of reality. The world according to 
Western science = a measurable and 
observable object, waiting for fully grown 
subjects to consume it.

 The world according to traditional understanding 
= language, word, thought, inside is outside, 
what you seek, seeks you, quantum physics, 
information field, mystery

 Task: conciliate matter, mind, and spirit. 
Understand why we are on the side of “science” 
even without doing science. Stronger mind 
control than religion. “Scientism”.



White elephants 
in the room

 There is Spirit or whatever you want to call it. It 
does not depend on matter. You can prove it in 
many ways. Independent from the body.

 Telepathy, psychic phenomena, remote viewing, 
traditional healing, astrology etc.

 Inspiring theories: extended mind (R. Sheldrake), 
simulation theory, the work of Tesla etc.

 Back to the roots of ancient knowledge. 
 Much work to do: rewrite history, save humanity



Double nature of symbols in the 
holographic universe model.



Interspecies communication





Two lies in one 
picture

Scientism is just 
another belief 
system



Open mind = reason + intuition, 
experiments + experience



Perspectivism is not the limit.



The levels of wisdom
1) Childhood> 6 = 6
2) Adolescence> 6 is interchangeable with 9, 
perspectivism, moral relativism. 
3) Adulthood> 6 = 6 again. Behind the scenes there are 
absolute ideas, reality. Significant perspectives and 
insignificant perspectives. You need level 3) in order to 
appreciate the significance of seemingly weak evidences. 
Example: telepathy. Black swans

Actually, there are two more levels>
0) Ignorance.
4) Ignorance again….after understanding that in 
comparison what we do not know we know so little that it is 
rather nothing than something. 



Poison alert: 7 favorite biases and 
logical fallacies. Reject!
 False dilemma (wrong choice of A or B!)
 Strawman argument (“A” instead of A)
 Ad hominem (attacking the person)
 Quoting out of context (Cutting quotes, cherry 

picking), anchoring (first impression rules) 
 Relativism (playing on the difficulties with 

perception of proportions, omitting main facts)
 Traduttore – traditore (translation distorts!)
 Political correctness (labels, mind corruption, 

herd instinct, fear, Stockholm syndrom)



Be the serious source you are looking for!

an incorruptible expert,

a wise, a seeker

an incorruptible 
journalist, activist, 
practitioner



University = study of the Universe

 Relate your field to the big picture.
 Politics, economics, spirituality, art, social 

life, nature etc: all is one. Your mind is 
made to think about all in the same way.

 Since we are made consumers, we can 
cut off the agents of evil from their energy 
supply by boycotting their products.
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